Introduction
Since the development of chain termination of a DNA sequencing method by Sanger and his colleagues in 1977 [1] and the subsequent development of computational methods for data retrieval and analysis [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , bioinformatics has become a new area of research. Many new experimental technologies have been rapidly developed that include: systematic analysis of gene expression profiles at the transcriptional level as well as the translational level using DNA microarrays, 2D protein gel electrophoresis and mass spectroscopy [7] [8] [9] ; yeast two-hybrid system for detection of protein-protein interactions [10] ; and NMR or X-ray crystallography for the resolution of protein 3D structures [11] . These advances and new technologies have resulted in the rapid accumulation of immense amounts and types of data. These data can be found and data-mined in primary databases containing large-scale experimental data such as GenBank [12] and secondary databases providing biology knowledge such as Pfam [13] , Transfact [14] , GO [15] and KEGG [16] .
Many tools have been developed for biomedical applications such as sequence alignment, gene finding, genome assembly, analysis of differential expression, protein structure alignment, protein structure prediction, prediction of protein-protein interactions, and modeling of evolution. While most of the databases and tools are available on web and easily accessible for users, current bioinformatics tools or databases are very heterogeneous in the following aspects:
(1) The input and output formats of different tools are generally restricted to fixed formats which are different. (2) Databases were constructed on different systems or platforms in different formats (schema). (3) The terminologies, such as gene name, gene ID or accession number, are heterogeneous. As most biomedical databases and analysis tools are scattered across different web sites users have to partition their jobs manually into several tasks and do them separately. Training and technical support are often necessary for a user to design a correct workflow. Sometimes, different data models and document structures make two tools incompatible. Thus, interoperability across such different services becomes more difficult.
It is desired that different databases and analysis tools be normalized, integrated and encompassed with a semantic interface such that users of biological data and tools could communicate with the system in nature language and a workflow could be automatically created and distributed into appropriate tools. Biologists should be allowed to concentrate on their research and not the job of interfacing disparate systems and data sets. Usability is of importance to the future of bioinformatics tools. Increased usability has been linked to decreased training expenditures and time, as well as to improving human performance and productivity, ensuring better quality of work, and minimizing the risk of user error in data entry [17] .
Instead of focusing on analysis of one characteristic of a gene/protein at a time, a new generation system for bioinformatics analysis must be capable of offering all information or knowledge regarding a gene/protein in response to a simple query. Moreover, a future bioinformatics system must be able to predict and to model basic principles of systems of higher complexity, like the interaction networks in cellular processes and the phenotypes of whole organisms.
In this paper we describe the BioSemantic System which is a framework that allows heterogeneous tools and data to be integrated via a service-oriented architecture (SOA) for declarative access. [18] This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the structure of the BioSemantic System is described. Section 3 gives an introduction to SCDL (Semantic Capability Description Language), a language the BioSemantic System uses to describe what a service does rather than what a service needs, with examples illustrating some representative biomedical applications. Section 4 discusses how multiple SCDL queries can be connected via control structures for complex applications and how user requests are processed in BioSemantic. These are followed by discussion and conclusions in Section 5.
BioSemantic System
The ultimate objective of the BioSemantic System is to provide an integrated framework for prospective users to facilitate their works, such as biological and biomedical knowledge retrieval, management, discovery, capture, sharing, delivery and presentation. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the system is able to provide a number of different web services (or service bases), which can be incrementally plugged in to the system. Each service has its own database as well as functions (or tools) to perform the tasks mentioned above. Accordingly, a common language for these supported service bases to communicate with the system is necessary to formalize and formulate a variety of problems. Semantic Capability Description Language (SCDL) is thus proposed to meet this requirement, and will be introduced in more detail in the next section. The current system relies on SemanticObjects™ [19] as the core technology, which is a development environment that provides an object relational layer on top of relational data sources that could assist designers generate a global schema to capture the semantics of compound objects. Objects are defined within a global schema and wrapped by Java classes. Data are stored in different data sources and manipulated by SemanticObjects™ transparently without depending on further data sources. The global schema is mapped to local data sources by a mapping module. Using the Objects Designer, the user can declare object classes as well as define their operations and behaviors. The data associated with actual objects are stored in the data sources. An SNL (Structured Natural Language) parser is also provided to allow the user to compose their queries in SCDL, using Web Tools. Hence, a solution developed in SemanticObjects™ is extensible and user programmable based on SCDL. We envision that the system being used as follows. Users will define the problem by composing an SCDL query or an SCDL program. The SCDL request is parsed into a set of queries in SemanticObjects after service search and service synthesis are done.
Semantic Capability Description Language
Semantic Capability Description Language (SCDL) is an SQL-like description language that may be utilized to describe the functionality and capability of a database driven web service, with an objective to support automatic service composition. The syntax of SCDL for a web service WS is similar to that of SQL, as expressed in the following generic form:
where O 1 ,…, O m are output objects; f 1 (A 1 ),…, f d (A d ) are possible aggregation functions, I 1 ,…, I m are input objects; R 1 ,…, R n are some range variables; S 1 ,…., S k are sets that may be derived from the inputs and the range variables; H 1 ,…, H j are the variables based on which to group the output objects; and p(inputs, outputs, other variables) is a formula that describes the relationships among the inputs, the outputs and the variables. Like SQL-99, SCDL allows variables to be typed, and it allows a function to be included as a condition in the WHERE clause. A major difference between SCDL and SQL is that SCDL allows "exponential variables", where the domain of an exponential variable could be the set of all subsets of an existing set, and variations of exponential variables to represent biological variables (We will see some examples later in the paper). The corresponding algebraic expression is as follows: (1) Note that while an SCDL expression may be executable, in practice it is often not realistic to do so. The language is utilized for the purpose of service search/synthesis only. By comparing the capability of a service expressed in SCDL and a query in SNL (that can be converted into SCDL), a match (one-to-one mapping) may be determined. In order to be more flexible, the present system also accommodates a matching mechanism that maps a query into multiple services (one-to-many mapping). In the following sections we shall illustrate the use of SCDL for describing some typical biomedical applications.
Notations and Definitions
The notations used in the rest of Section 3 are listed below:
• A DNA sequence is a string of nucleotide bases q i , where q i ∈ NA = {A, T, C, G}, i = 1, …, n; n∈Z + ; • An RNA sequence is a string of nucleotide bases q i , where q i ∈ NB = {A, U, C, G}, i = 1, …, n; n∈Z + , and each element has an attribute called charge and an attribute called molecular_weight; • A protein sequence is a string of amino acid a i , where
NA designates the set of all possible DNA sequences; • λ NB designates the set of all possible RNA sequences;
• ξ AA designates the set of all possible protein structures; • The function (s u , s v ).Similar() calculates the structural and/or sequence similarity to compare it with a predefined threshold t.
Primary Sequence Analysis
Primary sequence analyses of genes and proteins represent a fundamental class of applications that are routinely performed. These analyses depend solely on the underlying nucleic acid sequences for genes, and the amino acid sequence for proteins. These analyses often cover the BLAST, alignment, and prediction of protein families, domains and functions. Presented below are several examples chosen to demonstrate the wide applicability of SCDL and BioSemantic System to primary sequence, structural analyses and alignment problems.
BLAST Problem
Perhaps one of the most common tasks in biological research today is that of identifying genes and proteins related or similar to a particular sequence. The task is often performed with BLAST (NCBI, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/Blast.cgi). The SCDL describing a representative query is presented below: Example 1. Find nucleotide or amino acid sequences from a database that are similar to a given sequence.
Sequence Alignment Problem
Another common problem is that of aligning multiple sequences of nucleic acids and/or proteins. The objective is to identify which regions are conserved and which are different. This problem becomes complicated by the fact that there can be intervening sequences of varying lengths that play little or no functional/structural role. The SCDL describing a representative query for finding subsequence pairs that match with statistical significance is presented below:
Example 2. Given two nucleotide or amino acid sequences, align based on matching residues and minimizing mis-matches and gaps.
where u and v belong to the set Q of sequences, s u is any subsequence that may be derived from u, and s v is any subsequence that may be derived from v. The problem may be solved using one or more of the following services:
• Align at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/bl2seq/wblast2.cgi);
• CLUSTALW at EBI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/clustalw/); • Mutalin (http://bioinfo.genopole-toulouse.prd.fr/multalin/multalin.html);
• Weblogo (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi);
• STRAP (http://www.charite.de/bioinf/strap/); and • various Regulatory Sequence Analysis Tools (http://rsat.ulb.ac.be/rsat/).
Predict Protein Families, Domains and Functions
In biological systems the structure of a macromolecule such as a protein determines its function. Much effort has gone into analyses of primary sequences to predict the structure and function of expressed proteins. This includes the prediction of protein family and domain. Several representative examples are presented below.
While it is often the case that similar primary sequences result in similar 3D protein structures, in many cases different primary sequences also can result in similar 3D structures. Many tools and algorithms have been generated to perform these types of analyses and predictions. Following is a representative example.
Example 3. Find all proteins from a database that share a structural similarity to a given protein.
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where u is an input protein that is a member of the protein structure database db, v is an input protein that is a member of the protein structure database db, s u is any substructure that may be derived from u, and s v is any substructure that may be derived from v . The function (s u , s v ).Similar calculates the structural similarity to compare it with a predefined threshold t. The problem may be solved using one or more of the following services:
• FSSP (http://www.chem.admu.edu.ph/~nina/rosby/fssp.htm), and • CATH (http://www.cathdb.info/).
Microarray Analysis
Microarray experiments are routinely used to study gene expression and metabolic pathways. They are also increasingly being used to identify biomarkers and to validate drug targets, as well as to study the metabolic and potential toxicological effects of compounds in a high-throughput mode. The amount of data generated from these experiments is astronomical and new tools like the BioSemantic System are needed for data-mining and knowledge retrieval and synthesis. 
Drug Discovery
According to current estimates, it takes about $1.3 billion and 12~15 years to bring a new drug to market. The reason is that there are many incredible difficulties at every step of the discovery and development process. In recent years, computational approaches have been successfully applied to enhance efficiency and productivity. Again, we see this as an 8 Author's Names area where SCDL can be utilized to define complex problems and will ultimately lead to new tools and computational approaches
Perhaps the most fundamental problem in drug discovery is to find compounds that have similar structures or substructures to each other. These can be out of very large databases often > 10 5~1 0 6 . There are many software products available to perform these queries.
Example 6. Find compounds from a data source that contain one or more substructures that are similar to a given substructure.
where c is an input compound from the compound database db, £ c denotes all possible substructures that may be derived from c, and s c is any member of £ c . Given a substructure s, the function (s, s c ).Similar() calculates a score of similarity between s and s c that is to be compared with a predefined threshold t.
Complex Queries
In many situations a complex analysis cannot be accomplished by a single query. Instead the use of multiple queries and actions involving some workflow are required. Simple control structures can be added to SCDL to connect several queries. For example, the following SCDL program segments may be composed and executed during a user session (via a higher level interface.) Example 7. Given a cellular pathway p and a set of microarray data c, highlight the genes that are over expressed and the genes that are under-expressed in different colors. In the above, the function Ψ(p) returns the set of genes included in the pathway p. Call the result set 3 ;
SELECT g FROM setof-microarray(input) MA, MA c, float(input) upper_threshold

FROM patient s WHERE s.diagnosis("HD") and a -20 < s.AVG(tdfc) < a;
Call the result set 4 ; Calculate the ratio of set 4 and set 3 ; Call the result rat 2 ; Add (a, rat2) to result 2 ; } If there is an algorithm readily available in the knowledge base, a description of the problem it solves needs to be matched by the program segment (that in the simplest case is an SCDL query) so that the algorithm can be used. By comparing the functionality of an algorithm expressed in SCDL as well and a given SCDL program segment, a match may be determined. This kind of mapping is called a "one-to-one" mapping. In the BioSemantic System, we have developed a matching mechanism that maps a query program into one or multiple algorithms if exist. The BioSemantic System separates two kinds of SCDL program: SCDL-Pclient and SCDL-Psystem. An SCDL-Pclient is an ad hoc SCDL program segment submitted by the client, and an SCDL-Psystem is a procedure predefined by the expert that is stored in the knowledge base. Every SCDLPsystem has an implementation and a specification. While the implementation may be highly procedural compiled in any programming language, the specification is declarative and written in SCDL. On the other hand, an SCDL_Pclient is always written in SCDL. Our mapping is always carried out between an SCDL-Pclient and the specification of one or more SCDL-Psystems. Below are some examples taken from a bio-imaging application: [20] is applied based on the program dependency graph (PDG), where a program slice consists of the parts of a program that potentially affect the values computed at some point of interest referred to as a slicing criterion (Here we call it SCDL-Pslice). Second, we will calculate the "similarity" between an SCDL-Pslice and an SCDL-Psystem based on the features {Inputs, Outputs, Control-Structure, Actions, DataTypes} so that if the value of "similarity" is above certain threshold, the SCDLPslice and SCDL-Psystem would have some matching potential. Subsequently, we will use the test cases provided with the SCDL-Psystem to verify whether the SCDL-Pslice and SCDL-Psystem are really matched. If so, the implementation of the corresponding SCDL-Psystem can be used to substitute the SCDL-Pslice. The core of the proposed approach therefore consists of two problems: how to slice an SCDL-Pclient into SCDLPslices and how to define the similarity between an SCDL-Pslice and an SCDL-Psystem.
Program slicing, first introduced by Weiser in 1979 [20] , is a decomposition technique that extracts from those statements of a program relevant to a particular computation. Slicing was first developed to facilitate debugging, but it was then found helpful in many aspects of the software development life cycle, including debugging, testing, software measurement, program comprehension, maintenance, program parallelization, etc.
For a complicated language with pointers like C (or an object-oriented language like C++ or Java), program slicing is very difficult. In most cases, it cannot be done in realtime. For SCDL, fortunately, it is possible to be done efficiently and accurately. Because, first, SCDL does not contain pointers or references, so variables can be easy to identified and traced. More importantly, SCDL is a query-based programming language, thus a lot of computational details may be hidden via object relational queries.
Given an SCDL-Pslice or SCDL-Psystem, we can build a program dependency graph (PDG) by tracing the dataflow. Every node in the PDG is a subset of the program that includes only those program elements that may affect the values of the variables used in it. Previous research in program slicing has illustrated that a node in a PDG is a semantically meaningful subset of the original program.
As an example, consider the SCDL program segment (called Pclient3 hereafter) discussed in Example 8. By tracing the variable a, we can find two semantically complete code segments SCDL-Pslice2 and SCDL-Pslice3. The entire SCDL program segment is also identified as a semantically complete segment, called SCDL-Pslice1. Because there is no dependency between result 1 and result 2 , SCDL-Pslice2 and SCDL-Pslice3 are independent of each other. The relationships among these slices are shown in Figure 2 , and the features of Pclient3 are listed in Table 1 . 
where S param is the similarity between the inputs and outputs of the given two programs, S control is the similarity between the control structures of the two programs, S action is the similarity between the actions in the two programs, and S datatype is the similarity between the data types employed in the two programs. If S prog = 1, the two programs are exactly the same. In this study, we found the following assumptions should hold as restrictions on Equation In SCDL-Pclient2, for example, we can find that the verb is "SELECT", the output is "r", the input is "2 blob ", the condition is "c.satallite-like AND c.brightness." We can slice the statement and extract two conditions as "c.satallite-like" and "c.brightness." Using the verb, output, and input, we can build the following table:   verb  output  input  condition  Atomic_SCDL_Query1 Find blob set blob set blob is satellite-like Atomic_SCDL_Query2 Find blob set blob set blob is brighter than theta
We call each of them an atomic SCDL query. As a result, we can find that the first query Atomic_SCDL_Query2 can be matched by SCDL-Psystem1, and the second one can be matched by SCDL-Psystem2. Finally we can take the intersection of the results returned by SCDL-Psystem1 and SCDL-Psystem2 to compute the final answers.
Discussions and Conclusions
In this paper, semantic capability description language (SCDL) as implemented in the BioSemantic System is presented to bridge complex biological and biomedical research problems and computational solutions. Some typical biological/biomedical services as well as their corresponding SCDL descriptions are given to demonstrate the power of SCDL in formalizing diverse problems as well as facilitating semantic retrieval.
For most "real-world" research, users will ask questions which are in essence complex queries. By comparing the functionality of an algorithm expressed in SCDL and a given SCDL program segment, a matching mechanism is presented to perform a one-toone mapping of a query program into one or multiple algorithms, if they exist.
In the BioSemantic System, two SCDL programs are provided for different purposes. An SCDL-Pclient is an ad hoc SCDL program segment submitted by the client; whereas an SCDL-Psystem is a procedure predefined by the expert that is stored in the knowledge base. To ensure a reliable matching between query programs and algorithms, an approach is presented as well to evaluate the so-called program similarity. The experimental results indicate that the proposed system including the matching mechanism provides a feasible solution to semantic computing especially for biomedicine.
It is hoped that with the addition of new SCDL definitions, the BioSemantic System will be able to address more and more complex as well as relevant biomedical research problems facilitating the ability of biomedical researchers to ultimately become more productive. As more cases and services are defined with SCDL, it is hoped that the BioSemantic System will be used for multiple purposes (besides research) that could include: medical diagnostics; patient medical records; training and education; as well as being a resource for troubleshooting and process optimization.
